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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Ce and its catalytic oxidation effect 
As the first rare earth element with a 4/ electron, cerium exhibits many inter­
esting properties [1], including the isostructural 7 — a phase transition [2] [3], the 
only one for an elemental solid. Figure 1.1 shows the pseudo-equilibrium phase dia­
gram of Ce in the low pressure, low temperature region. The phase boundaries are 
approximate due to large hysteresis in the phase transformations. Both 7 and a 
phases have the same face-centered cubic (fee) structure, but the a phase has a 17% 
smaller volume at low temperature and atmospheric pressure. By suitable applica­
tion of pressure and temperature, one can go continuously from the normal 7 phase 
to the a phase, i.e., there is a critical point (C. P. in the phase diagram). One can 
produce this phase change at atmospheric pressure simply by cooling, but there is an 
intermediate /3 phase, which has a double hexagonal close-packed (dhcp) structure. 
Several models have been proposed to account for the phase change [4] [5] [6] 
[7] [8] [9]. All of them relate the transition to the 4/ electron, which is in the same 
energy region as the valence band. Initially it was proposed that the Ce valence 
changed from 3 to 4 upon the 7 — a transition [4] [5]. Later it was found the valence 
change should be only a fraction of 1 in the phase transition, and may vary between 
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Figure 1.1: Pseudo-equilibrium phase diagram of cerium at low pressure-low tem­
perature region (after Ref. [1]) 
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0 and 1 for various mixed valence systems under different chemical and physical 
conditions. These results had been interpreted in a promotional model, where the / 
level is very close to the Fermi energy {Ep) so that it could be easily "promoted" 
into the conduction band under different conditions. The model was questioned 
by Johansson [6], who deduced the 4/ level 2.5 eV below Ep from thermodynamic 
data, and proposed instead 4/ delocalization by entering the a phase. Photoemission 
studies of Ce revealed /-character at 2 eV binding energy and near Ep for both 7 
and a phases [10] [11] [12]. Gunnarsson and Schonhammer [9] [13] used a single-
impurity model of Anderson to estimate the 4/ spectral functions. Their many-
body calculation indicates the valence spectrum can have a pronounced double peak 
structure. The peak near Ep is from the "heavily-screened" final state, with the 4/ 
hole "filled" by a valence electron, and the other feature away from Ep is from the 
"poorly screened" final state, which can be enhanced when the ground 4/ level is 
well below Ep. Liu and Ho [14] considered a shake-down-like process which gives a 
satellite at lower binding energy. Their theory shows two kinds of final states, those 
with and those without screening by a Ce 5d electron in an impurity state, which 
may cause the two-peak structure. Photoemission studies of 7 and a phases, when 
interpreted, show a slight difference in the probability of being in the 4/ ground state 
for the two phases, not the loss of of the 4/ electron upon entering the a phase [9] 
[13] [14] [15] [16] [17]. 
In 1984 Latta and Ronay [18] discovered another interesting property of Ce. By 
using X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), they found that a thin Ce layer may 
greatly enhance the oxidation of a Nb film substrate at room temperature. Under 
the same conditions, Nb20g is formed much faster with Ce on the surface than 
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without the overlayer. High oxygen ion mobility in the Ce overlayer was considered 
to be the cause of the fast oxygen diffusion. Continued experimental efforts [19] 
[20] revealed that a few other rare-earth materials such as Pr and Tb, have similar, 
but less impressive, capabilities for enhancing the oxidation of Nb. The proposed 
mechanism is related to the two Ce oxide phases, namely Ce20g and Ce02. The 
Ce overlayer is first oxidized to Ce20g, in which the Ce atoms are in the trivalent 
state with the 4/ core level occupied (4/^). The 4/ electrons can be captured by 
extra oxygen atoms and a tetravalent Ce02 forms. However, in the presence of a 
metallic substrate, Ce02 may easily lose oxygen ions to the substrate, and reduce 
back to Ce20g. The mechanism is strongly supported by the observation that only 
those rare-earth metals with two different oxide states (such as Ce, Pr and Tb) have 
the catalytic effect. 
Ce also enhances the oxidation of Si [21]. However, unlike the Ce/Nb interface 
on which no interface reaction was observed. Ce itself reacts strongly with Si [22] [23] 
[24]. On Si(lll), nonmetallic Ce clusters grow for coverages of 0.1 to 0.6 ML, interact 
weakly with the substrate, and induce 0.2 eV band bending. Starting at ~ 0.6 ML, 
the Ce clusters begin to disrupt the surface, producing a metallic interfacial silicide. 
Results on the oxidation of the Ce/Si(100) interface were reported by Hillebrecht et 
al. [21]. The Si oxidation is enhanced by orders of magnitude by the presence of Ce. 
Because of the chemical reaction between Ce and Si, a mixed oxide with a Ce:Si:0 
composition ratio of 1:1:3 is formed. Both Ce and Si are in a 3-f oxidation state. 
Although NbO and various other Nb oxides form in the oxidation of pure Nb, 
only Nb20g was observed in the growth of a Ce/Nb oxide film. Based on this 
observation, it was proposed that during the oxidation of pure Nb(llO), a Nb suboxide 
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layer (NbO) formed on the surface is a barrier to further oxygen penetration due to 
a higher embedding energy for the oxygen atom [25]. Thus the rapid oxidation of 
Ce/Nb may be a direct consequence of the lack of a NbO barrier. 
Surface core-level shifts on Ta(llO) and W(llO) 
We notice that XPS studies are not very surface sensitive due to the large elec­
tron kinetic energy involved (10^ eV) [18]. Surface reaction within a monolayer or 
less will not be clearly seen in an XPS spectrum. To study details of the initial 
stages in Ce/metal interfaces and catalytic oxidation, we choose Ta(llO) and W(llO) 
as the substrates after several considerations. First, we favor materials which do not 
react with Ce by interdifFusion or alloying. Binary alloys between Ce and Ta (or W) 
are not known to date [26] [27]. By using single crystals, we avoid any undesirable 
effects such as those induced by the grain boundaries [28]. The most important rea­
son to study the (110) surfaces of Ta and W lies in the electronic properties of these 
surfaces. It is weU known that surface atoms may undergo structural and/or elec­
tronic changes due to the missing neighbor atoms on the vacuum side. No structural 
changes (reconstruction or relaxation) were found on W(llO) and Ta(llO). However, 
photoemission spectroscopy revealed that surface-atom 4/ core-level binding energies 
on W(llO) and Ta(llO) differ from those in the bulk by —0.30 and 4-0.29 eV, re­
spectively [29] [30] [31]. Surface core-level shifts (SCS) on a variety of metal surfaces 
have been determined in the past. Figure 1.2 shows measured SCS on surfaces of 
the 5d-series metals. There is a trend that for elements with more d electrons, the 
SCS changes from positive to negative values, with the transition occurring near half-
filling of the d band. The SCS can be interpreted by a predominantly initial-state 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of the formation of surface core-level shift 
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picture [32] [33]. The proposed mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The reduced 
coordination number may make the surface layer more free-atom-like and narrow the 
d band width around its center of gravity at the surface. Since the number of valence 
electrons is still the same, the Fermi level at the surface is raised (or lowered) if the 
band is less (or more) than half-filled. To equalize the Fermi level with the bulk, 
a small amount of electronic charge may transfer out of (or into) the surface layer. 
The consequent electrostatic potential brings the surface core level below (or above) 
the bulk level. 
The existence of SCS on Ta(llO) and W(llO) provides us an excellent oppor­
tunity to study adsorbate-induced effects. By monitoring the 4/ surface core lev­
els, we may observe detailed interface reactions of adsorbates on the top layer of 
the substrate. The intrinsically sharp 4/ levels of Ta and W can be measured by 
VUV/soft-X-ray photoemission spectroscopy with high surface sensitivity, which is 
one of the goals we pursue in the present work. 
The purpose of this study 
The purpose of this work is to use synchrotron radiation photoelectron spec­
troscopy to study the effect of Ce on Ta(llO) and W(llO) surfaces and the early 
stages of the surface oxidation. Ce is a highly electropositive element. Adsorption of 
Ce on a simple metal surface and the consequent electronic influence on the substrate 
have not been well addressed in the past. The experiment on Ce/Ta(110) starts to 
reveal the Ce/metal interface reaction. In experiments on Ce/W(110), adsorption 
patterns are monitored with low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) measurements. 
It will be shown that the interface electronic structure is closely correlated to the 
9 
adsorption patterns. 
Surface oxidation experiments will be conducted after some reasonable under­
standing of the interfaces. Chemical shifts in the substrate core levels indicate the 
oxide products. Due to the inherent surface sensitivity of the spectroscopy, details in 
the oxidation of the first few monolayers can be determined. The catalytic oxidation 
effect, if any, will be identified after a comparison with the oxidation of the bare 
substrate. The effect of interface reaction on oxidation and the mechanism of the 
catalytic oxidation will also be addressed. 
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CHAPTER 2. PHOTOEMISSION 
The three-step model of photoemission 
It is well known that the photoelectric effect (photoemission) was first correctly 
interpreted by Einstein as a quantum phenomenon for both light and electrons. As 
shown in Figure 2.1, an electron in a solid with initial energy can be excited by 
a photon, the quantized light particle, to an empty final state Ej;. If the photon 
energy hu is large enough, the photoexcited electron may escape from the solid, and 
become detectable by a spectrometer. The sample shown in Figure 2.1 is metallic. It 
is electrically connected with the spectrometer, so that their Fermi energies {Ep) are 
at the same level. Consequently, the measured kinetic energy of the photoelectron 
is given by 
Ejç = hi/ — Efj — e^gp, (2.1) 
where Ef^ is the binding energy of the electron before excitation, and e$sp is the 
work function of the spectrometer. (Work function is simply the minimum energy 
needed for electrons to escape from a solid surface.) 
By using monochromatic light and an electron energy analyzer, one can scan 
the electron signals over a range of kinetic energy so that the electronic states in 
the solid can be probed. Figure 2.1 also shows a representative photoelectron en-
11 
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Figure 2.1: Energy level diagram and energy distribution curve in photoemission 
spectroscopy 
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ergy distribution curve (EDO) measured from a metallic sample. The upper cutoff 
corresponds to the highest occupied states, which are located at the Fermi level. 
The valence band, along with some core levels, can be identified and analyzed. The 
background, contributed by the inelastically scattered electrons, becomes dominant 
at low kinetic energies. 
Photoemission can be further understood in terms of the three-step model [34] 
[35] [36] [37], which divides the photoemission process into a sequence of (1) optical 
excitation of an electron, (2) transport of the excited electron through the solid, and, 
finally, (3) the escape of the electron out of the solid surface. 
The photoexcitation process is a result of the coupling between electronic states 
and the electromagnetic field. If |i > and |/ > are the occupied initial state and the 
unoccnpied final state, respectively, time-dependent perturbation theory gives the 
excitation probability in golden-role form: 
Pif oc 1 < /|A . p|i > \^S{Efik) - Eiik) - H, (2.2) 
where p is the momentum operator, A is the field vector with the gauge chosen such 
that the scalar potential is zero. The first term 
| < / l A . p | i > |  =  ( 2 . 3 )  
is the so-called dipole matrix element. The ^-function ensures energy conservation. 
Although due to energy and momentum conservation, an absolutely free electron 
cannot absorb a single photon (which has a very small momentum), it does not 
constitute a problem for present purposes, as the solid can provide the extra source 
of momentum. In Equation (2.2), momentum conservation is taken for granted and 
the momentum of the photon is ignored. 
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In an EDO measurement, the photon energy is kept constant while the kinetic 
energy is scanned. The spectrum intensity is given by 
where all energies (except hu) are referred to the vacuum level of the spectrometer. 
The next step for the photoelectrons is to travel toward the surface through the 
solid. In the process, they may scatter with other particles, such as electrons, plas-
mons and phonons, and lose some of their own energies and change their momenta. 
One of the consequences of such scattering is the secondary inelastic background 
shown in the EDC in Figure 2.1, To be quantitive, one may assume that on average 
a photoelectron can travel over a mean free path before being scattered. The mea­
sured electron inelastic mean free paths Ag for various materials have been compiled 
by Seah and Dench [38]. Figure 2.2 shows that Ag follows a "universal" curve as 
a function of the electron kinetic energy. Ag is a minimum (2 — 20 Â) at energies 
between 20 and 200 eV. The extraordinary surface sensitivity at this energy range 
allows effective surface study with a number of techniques such as LEED, PES, and 
Auger electron spectroscopy. 
Seah and Dench obtained a few approximate relations of Ag for different groups 
of materials, including 
oc - Bj(k) - h„)S{Ek - Ef(k)), (2.4) 
(2.5) 
for elements, and 
(2.6) 
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for inorganic compounds, where a (nm) is the monolayer thickness (regardless of 
structure) defined by 
= -4Ï7 X 10^^, (2.7) 
pnlS 
where A is the atomic or molecular weight, n is the number of atoms in the molecule, 
N is Avogadro's number and p is the bulk density in kg m~^. These relations are 
useful when there is no direct measurement of scattering length for the materials of 
interest. 
The last step in the photoemission process is the escape of the photoelectron 
from the solid. To leave the surface, the electron has to overcome a surface potential 
barrier, which constitutes the work function. It loses part of its momentum in the 
vertical direction, and only the component parallel to the surface is conserved: 
k'li = k||+G||, (2.8) 
where k'|j is the parallel component of the external photoelectron wave vector, and 
Gj| is the parallel component of any reciprocal lattice vector G. The value of k'j| is 
given by 
k]| = sinflV-^, (2.9) 
where 6 is the electron emission angle with respect to the surface normal. Band 
dispersion can be determined if one knows the initial wave vector. The indeterminacy 
of kj^ hinders the measurement of full three-dimensional band structures. There are 
a few special situations in which the difficulty can be largely reduced. For instance, 
it is not a problem in two dimensional cases, such as layer compounds and surface-
localized systems, in which kj_ is no longer meaningful. 
16 
Constant final state spectroscopy 
For photoemission the synchrotron radiation as a tunable light source provides 
a number of new techniques other than EDO measurements. In the present work, 
constant final state spectroscopy (CFS) and resonance spectroscopy are applied. 
In the CFS mode electrons of a constant kinetic energy are collected while the 
photon energy is scanned. As a good approximation, the total electron yield, which 
consists largely of the secondary emission, is proportional to the optical obsorption 
spectrum. Thus a CFS spectrum taken at low kinetic energy represents the absorp­
tion probability as a function of photon energy. This kind of CFS measurement is 
also referred as partial yield spectroscopy. 
For cerium we are interested in the 4ti —» 4/ absorption spectrum at 100 — 135 
eV photon energies. The 4rf —> 4/ transition in a lanthanide can be written as 
4^104/"+ /ii/ 4d^4/^+\ (2.10) 
where n is approximately 1 for Ce. Due to the large wavefunction overlap between the 
4/ electron(s) and the Ad hole, there are strong electrostatic and exchange interactions 
in the excited state which split the configuration and separate some levels 
by as much as ~ 20 eV [39] [40] [41] [42]. The large splits leave some of the multiplet 
levels well below the autoionization threshold. A CFS yield spectrum taken from 7-Ce 
[10] is shown in Figure 2.3. There are two parts in the spectrum: a fine-structure part 
at lower photon energies (enlarged), and a strong wide band in the region of 120 — 135 
eV. The absorption spectrum, especially the fine-structure part, is very sensitive to 
the occupancy of the 4/ level. Fine structures taken from a-Ce [10], Ce02 [43], and 
CeFg [44] are also shown in Figure 2.3. Only a small change was found between 7-
17 
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Figure 2.3: Ce 4d —> 4/ absorption spectra (after Refs, [10], [43], and [44]) 
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and a-Ce, due to the small change in the 4/ occupancy in the phase transformation. 
However, as Ce becomes nominally tetravalent (4/^) in Ce02> the spectrum looks 
very different, resembling that of La^"^, but shifted in energy. Therefore this kind 
of absorption spectrum in Ce is a sensitive probe for the 4/ occupation. 
Resonance photoemission spectroscopy 
The resonance effect in photoemission is mediated by the excitation of a deeper 
core level. For instance, the excited state in the Ce Ad —>4/ transition may decay in 
many different channels, including 
4d^4y^+l 4^104/"-^+efc, (2.11) 
where devotes the emitted photoelectron. Notice that the same final state can be 
excited by the direct photoemission process, 
+ +efc. (2.12) 
These two types of processes involving the same initial and final states may interfere 
coherently and enhance the total excitation probability. 
Resonance spectroscopy has been used successfully on a variety of materials, 
including Ce and its compounds. It was found that the 4/ contribution can be 
highlighted by comparing spectra taken at 120 — 130 eV (on resonance) and 112 — 
115 eV (off resonance) [12]. In the present study of Ce/W(110), the valence band 
emission is measured at hu = 122 eV to highlight 4/ features. At this photon energy, 
contributions from the substrate valence band {bdGs) are small due to the reduced 
cross section. 
19 
CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL 
Synchrotron radiation source and beamline 
Synchrotron radiation is generated by highly relativistic electrons moving on cir­
cular orbits. The present photoemission study was carried out at the Aladdin electron 
storage ring [45] at the Synchrotron Radiation Center in Stoughton, Wisconsin. At 
an operating energy of 800 MeV or 1 GeV, the storage ring generates intense, highly 
coUimated and polarized light consisting of a wide spectrum from the ultraviolet to 
soft X-ray region. Various beamlines are connected to the radiation output ports on 
the storage ring. For photoemission spectroscopy and many other applications the 
bright radiation ("white light") has to be monochromatized and focused. The beam-
line involved in this study is the Ames/Montana State Seya/ERG monochromator 
beamline. It was designed by Dr. C. G. Olson of the Ames Laboratory [46]. With 
two types of monochromator combined together, the beamline accesses a very wide 
range of photon energy (5—1000 eV), so that both core and valence electrons can be 
studied on the same sample. The optical layout is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The up­
per part is the Seya monochromator with 4 selectable gratings. It provides photons 
of lower energies from 5 to 40 eV. The lower part in Figure 3.1 is the extended range 
grasshopper (ERG) monochromator [47]. Two spherical gratings, 2 m and 5 m in 
radius respectively, provide photons from 40 to 1000 eV. The photons used in the 
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Figure 3.1; Optical layout of the A mes/Montana Seya/ERG beamline 
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present work, from 20 to 122 eV, are provided by a Seya grating with 1800 lines/mm 
and the 2-meter ERG grating. 
Electron energy analyzers 
Two types of electron energy analyzers were used in the measurements. A com­
mercial double-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) was used in the study of 
Ce/Ta(110) (Figure 3.2). It collects electrons within a wide differential cone. The 
polar acceptance angle ranges from 36.3° to 48.3°. The collected photoelectron sig­
nal is therefore regarded as angle-integrated. The energy dispersing element is a pair 
of accurately coaxially mounted cylinders. The inner cylinder carries a higher voltage 
than the outer one. Incoming electrons follow trajectories in the field between the 
cylinders, and only those with certain kinetic energies are detected and multiplied 
at the exit. The energy resolution (AE) is proportional to the kinetic energy of the 
electrons passed through. Therefore the resolution changes as we scan the kinetic 
energy. To solve this problem, two hemispherical retarding grids are mounted in the 
entrance. They can be used to offset the kinetic energy of the incoming electrons 
to a preset value, which is often called the pass energy Ep. In this way, the energy 
resolution wiU be constant during the scan: 
AE = OMGEp, (3.1) 
where the proportionality coeffecient is calculated from the dispersing trajectory. 
The tungsten-related experiments were performed in a magnetically shielded 
chamber equipped with a hemispherical electron energy analyzer (VSW Model HA50). 
22 
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the hemispherical electron energy analyzer. 1—4: 
entrance lens; 5,6: hemisphere deflectors; 7: channeltron 
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The analyzer is mounted on a goniometer which is rotatable about two axes. A 
schematic representation of the analyzer is shown in Figure 3.3. Like the CMA, the 
hemispherical analyzer is also of the dispersive type. Two concentric hemispherical 
deflectors are the dispersing element. Other key elements include a 1:1 retarding lens 
at the entrance and a channel electron multiplier (GEM) at the exit of the deflectors. 
The analyzer has an angular resolution of ±1°. Similar to the CMA, the analyzer 
can be operated with a constant pass energy. The energy resolution is given by 
2 
+ ^), (3.2) 
where Ep is the pass energy, d is the slit width, R is the mean radius of the hemi­
spheres, and a is the full angle of electrons entering the analyzer at the entrance slit. 
For our analyzer, d = 1 mm, H = 50 mm, and a is normally only a few degrees. 
Thus the energy resolution is about 1% of the pass energy. 
Sample preparation 
All Ta and W crystals were provided by the Ames Laboratory. The Ta(llO) 
crystal is a 2 x 2 x 1 mm^ block. The tungsten (110) and (111) crystals are thin 
disks 5 mm in diameter. The orientations were checked to be accurate within 1° 
by Laue X-ray diffraction. The commonly practiced cleaning procedures are cited 
in many papers [48]. Samples can be cleaned by repeated anneals at ~ 1500 °C 
in 10~® — 10"^ Torr of oxygen (to oxidize carbon segregated to the surface) and 
flashing in vacuum to ~ 2200 °C. However, prolonged high-pressure oxygen expo­
sure may spoil the ultra-high vacuum conditions, so in the present experiments, the 
samples were only annealed at high temperatures repeatedly. In this case, one has to 
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limit the unnecessary degassing from the sample holder by maximizing the heating 
efficiency and lowering heat transmission to the sample holder. Electron beam bom­
bardment was employed to reach high temperature without jeopardizing the vacuum. 
Figure 3.4 shows the design. The sample is spot-welded to a 3 cm long Ta wire (< 1 
mm in diameter), which can be mounted onto a ceramic holder. A thin W filament 
is mounted inside a Ta cage with a window open in front of the sample. Electrons 
are emitted from the heated W filament, and accelerated to the sample by the high 
voltage applied to the sample. The heating power can be controlled by adjusting the 
emission current (up to 40 m A) and/or the high voltage (1 — 3 kV). The temperature 
was monitored by an optical pyrometer. Usually each sample can be cleaned after 
4 — 10 hours of cumulative anneals at 2200 — 2600 °C. Before each experiment, the 
crystal was flashed to the annealing temperature to remove any residual contamina­
tion from the surface. The base pressure in any experiment was about 1 x 10" 
Torr or less. During flashing, the pressure rose only to 3 x 10~^® Torr or less. 
The cleanliness of the Ta(llO) crystal was checked by valence spectra and the 
4/ core-level spectra. The line shape of the Ta (or W) 4/ core levels is very sensitive 
to the surface condition. Contamination (0, C, or H) usually causes the surface 
components to shift to higher binding energies. For Ta(llO), the LEED pattern 
was checked in another chamber after similar cleaning procedures. Experiments 
on W(llO) were conducted in a chamber with LEED optics. The clean W surface 
condition was verified by the sharpness and stability of the LEED pattern and by 
the 4/ core levels. 
High-purity Ce metal was also provided by the Ames Laboratory. For each 
experiment, a piece of Ce metal was melted in a W basket and degassed thoroughly. 
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After about 8 hours of degassing, the pressure returned to normal, and Ce was ready 
to be evaporated onto a sample surface. The Ce evaporation was monitored by a 
quartz oscillator. The cleanliness of the evaporated Ce was verified by the valence 
band spectra. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The Ce/Ta(110) interface and its oxidation were studied with angle-integrated 
photoemission spectroscopy. The interface reaction is reflected in the changes of 
the Ta 4/ surface core levels. Oxidation of the Ce/Ta(110) surface was studied 
by measurements of the valence band, core levels, and the Ce 4<i -^4/ absorption 
structure. The results on Ce/Ta will be presented in the first two sections. 
In light of the findings on Ce/Ta(110), a more detailed study on the Ce/W(110) 
interface was performed with angle-resolved photoemission and LEED measurements. 
The next two sections will present results on the adsorption patterns and the cor­
responding changes in interface electronic structures. Finally, an oxidation study of 
the Ce/W(110) interface, along with a complementary experiment on the oxidation 
of Ce/W(lll), will be presented. 
Ta surface core-level shift: the Ce/Ta interface reaction 
Figure 4.1 shows the valence band spectra taken before and after 4.5 Â Ce was 
evaporated on Ta(llO). Two Ce 4/-related features can be seen at 2 eV and near 
the Fermi level (curve B). The Ta contribution is largely covered by the Ce layer. 
There is no sign of oxygen contamination around 6-eV binding energy. 
Figure 4.2 shows the detailed Ta 4/y levels before and after Ce adsorption. 
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Figure 4.1: Valence spectra of clean Ta(llO) and Ce/Ta(110) 
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Figure 4.2: Ta 4/^^2 spectra in which the surface and bulk components are sepa­
ra ted  by e i ther  curve  f i t t ing  A,  B,  or  oxidat ion C 
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Table 4.1: Summary of Ta 4/yy2 line-shape parameters 
Ta(llO) 
Present 
Ce/Ta(110) 
Others 
^surf  (eV) 
r(2i)(eV) 
a 
rfu,/ (=v) 
0.29 
0.05 
0.12 
0.31 
0.35 
0.17 
0.05 
0.12 
0.31 
0.33 
0.28 (Ta(llO), Ref. [30]) 
0.04 (Ta(lll), Ref. [50]) 
0.15 (Ta(lll), Ref. [50]) 
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The surface core-level shifts for various Ta surfaces are well known [30]. For Ta(llO), 
only the first surface layer shows a significant core-level shift [30]. Therefore the Ta 
4/y /n spectra can be fitted by one surface level (S) in addition to the bulk level (B). 
where 27 (= F) is the FWHM of the Lorentzian lifetime broadening, and a the 
singularity index (to describe thé skewing at higher binding energy which arises from 
a low-energy intrinsic shake-up of the well-screened main line [49]). The DS line 
shape is convolved with a Gaussian function which represents instrumental and other 
possible broadening. To reduce the number of independent parameters, we assume 
the hole lifetime (I/7) and the singularity index (a) in the surface component are the 
same as in the bulk component [50]. However, the Gaussian widths (F^) are allowed 
to be fitted independently. The Gaussian broadening represents contributions from 
the instrumental resolution function, phonon excitation and other possible sources 
of inhomogeneous broadening. It was found that the surface components in Ta(lll) 
have broader Gaussian features than the bulk components [50]. The differences in 
the Gaussian widths were tentatively attributed to unresolved surface crystal-field 
splitting. 
The best least-squares fit for Ta 4/y^2 clean Ta(llO) is obtained by adjusting 
the parameters to the values tabulated in Table 4.1. The background is approximated 
by a straight line. For comparison, some parameters given by other work are also 
listed. Values of the Lorentzian width F (27), the singularity index a and the surface 
Each component has the Doniach-Sunjic (DS) line shape [49]: 
cos[0.57ra + (1 — a)arctan(£/ /7)]  (4.1) 
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4/ level shift are generally in agreement with other work. The instrumental 
resolution in the experiment is 0.265 eV. The phonon broadening in Ta can be as 
much as 0.167 eV as estimated by Flynn [51]. Thus the combined Gaussian width 
should be about 0.313 eV, very close to the bulk Gaussian width obtained in 
our fit. The Gaussian width in the surface component is slightly larger than 
•pG 
bulk '  
After 4.5 Â of Ce was evaporated on the Ta(llO) surface, the Ta 4/^y2 surface 
component shifts toward the bulk core level by 0.12 eV, making the overall line shape 
much sharper (Figure 4.2, curve B). The same values of F, a, and F^^^ have been 
used in the fitting. The Gaussian width for the surface component is found to be 
closer to the bulk value. 
The smaller SCS in Ce/Ta(110) can be the result of two effects: (1) electron 
donation or polarization from Ce to the Ta valence band and (2) the re-broadening 
of the Ta surface valence band due to bonding between Ce and Ta. The influence of 
a donor adsorbate (Cs) on Ta(lOO) and W(IOO) was reported before [52]. In our case, 
Ce may also be considered an electron donor since Ce has a lower electronegativity 
(1.03) than Ta (1.33) [53]. A small amount of electron charge may be shifted from Ce 
toward Ta. Therefore the Ta surface core level should shift to lower binding energy 
due to increased electron screening. To understand the second effect, we need to 
consider the origin of the surface core-level shifts for transition metals like Ta [33]. 
The reduced coordination number of atoms on metal surfaces usually results in a 
narrowing of the valence band. The Fermi level on the surface is raised (or lowered) 
depending on whether the d band is less (or more) than half-filled. The equilibrium 
is restored after the surface acquires (or loses) a small amount of negative charge 
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relative to the bulk. Thus the SCS is to larger (or smaller) binding energy. For Ta, 
the d band is less than half-filled, so the surface core levels shift to higher binding 
energies. The Ce overlayer may make the Ta surface more bulk-like and reverse the 
charge transfer process. Ce—Ta bonding may rebroaden the narrowed Ta surface 
valence band. The resulting Ta surface line-shape parameters are closer to the bulk. 
Since the Ta surface layer still exhibits a shift of -{-0.17 eV, the Ce—Ta bond is 
weaker than the Ta—Ta bond. Thus a reaction between Ta and the adsorbed Ce 
exists but it tends to be small. We further believe that at room temperature there is 
no inter-diffusion between Ce and Ta, as illustrated later in the oxidation of Ce/Ta. 
To distinguish which of the two proposed mechanisms are actually responsible 
for the Ce-induced SCS, we may study a surface with an SCS on the lower binding 
energy side of the bulk level. The scenario of interface charge polarization (or do­
nation) should yield a widened SCS, whereas the second scenario of "surface-to-bulk 
conversion" should result in a reduced SCS. The neighboring element W is therefore 
a natural choice for further study, for the SCS is reversed on a W surface as compared 
with Ta. Results on Ce/W(110) will be presented later in this chapter. 
Oxidation of Ce/Ta(110): the catalytic effect 
For purposes of comparison, the oxidation of Ta(llO) itself was investigated. 
Figure 4.3 shows a sequence of Ta 4/ spectra after clean Ta(llO) was exposed to 
oxygen at 1 x 10~® Torr. Oxidations were performed cumulatively and the O2 
exposure values shown are the total amounts. We note that a small O2 exposure 
[0.5 L, 1 L (langmuir) = 10""® Torr sec] can induce noticeable chemical shifts. After 
a total of 15 L O2 exposure, some Ta surface suboxides with chemical shifts of less 
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than 3 eV are formed in the surface. 
Figure 4.4 shows the Ta 4/ spectra for the oxidation of Ce/Ta(110) at the same 
Og pressure. From spectra C and D one can see virtually no Ta oxidation during 
the initial exposures (< 1.5 L), since the Ce layer on top was oxidized first. In 
fact, assuming that the Ce atoms stay on top of Ta uniformly and are all oxidized 
to CegOg, one may estimate that the Ta under 4.5 Â Ce would not be reached by 
oxygen until 2.7 L Og exposure. In our experiment, the Ta oxidation "threshold" is 
near 2.2 L Og exposure (spectrum E), which is a good indication that Ce covered 
the Ta surface quite uniformly and no significant Ce/Ta mixture or inter-diffusion 
occurs. After a total of 4 L Og exposure, a pair of well-defined peaks appears at 
binding energies 0.95 eV higher than the bulk levels, indicating the formation of a Ta 
surface suboxide, which we call TaOx- More oxygen exposure (from G to J) results 
in the fast growth of TagOg, which is represented by a large chemical shift (~ -j-5 
eV) in the core levels. 
If we assume that TagOg is on top of TaO^ and Ta, the thickness of TagOg can 
be estimated by 
tox = Aoa;Cosgln[ —], (4.2) 
i t  ~  ^ ox  
where and I  ox  refer to the total core-level emission and the emission from TagOg, 
respectively. Xox (8.7 Â) is the IMFP in Ta20g calculated with Equation 2.6. We 
use 9 = 42.3° (the acceptance angle of the CMA), although the sample was tilted. 
The possible deviation caused by this approximation was estimated to be small (a few 
percent). The calculated thicknesses of TagOg are shown in Figure 4.4. After 16 L 
O2 exposure, 13 Â of TagOg have grown. In I after 24 L Og exposure the thickness 
of TagOg is already beyond the probing depth. Comparing with the oxidation of 
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Figure 4.3: Ta 4/ spectra after Ta(llO) was exposed to 1 x 10 ® Torr O2 for various 
periods 
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Figure 4.4: Ta 4/ spectra taken in the oxidation of Ce/Ta(110) surface 
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Table 4.2: Chemical shifts of Ta 4/ levels (in eV relative to the bulk) for Ta surface 
oxides. The notion (metallic) is used only for the convenience to accom­
modate the results of Ref. [58]. Some values shown are the averages of 
all data given in the literature 
Metallic Insulating 
Ta Oxides 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 5+ 
Ref. [55] 2.0 3.9 5.0 
Ref. [56] 1.5 
Ref. [57] 0.5 1.3 >1.8 5.2 
Ref. [58] 0.48 1.22 2.05 5.2 
Ce/Ta(110)+02 0.95 5.1 
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pure Ta(llO) (Figure 4.3), we conclude that the oxidation of Ta is greatly enhanced 
by the Ce on top. 
The formation of the Ta suboxide TaO^ is in contrast with the result of the 
XPS study of 02/Ce/Nb, in which no Nb suboxide was observed [18]. It is also very 
interesting to note that the well-defined TaO^ is the only suboxide in the oxidation. 
If we compare the 4/y^2 components after 4 L O2 exposure with the fitted Ta 4/y^2 
level in Ce/Ta(110) (Figure 4.3, curves C and B), it is obvious that almost the entire 
first Ta layer becomes TaOx, as the whole surface component shifts from the bulk 
level by +0.95 eV. 
Meanwhile, the identification of TaO% proves to be less straightforward. Oxida­
tion of Ta under different conditions (usually at elevated temperatures) has been in­
vestigated for many years. A few types of Ta suboxide, TaOx (TagO), TaOy(Ta^O), 
Ta0z(Ta20), TaO, and Ta02, were detected by X-ray diffraction and weight-gain 
measurements [54]. Unfortunately almost all of them were not in pure form, thus the 
assigned formulae are stoichiometrically approximate. In the photoemission spec­
troscopy area, interpretations of chemical shifts in Ta suboxides are correspondingly 
controversial [55] [56] [57] [58] (see Table 4.2), because the suboxides cannot be pre­
pared well enough. Sanz and Hofmann [55] oxidized Ta at room temperature and 
analyzed the core-level spectra (obtained by XPS) in analogy with oxidation of Nb. 
Three chemical shifts were identified in their curve deconvolution. TaO and Ta02 
were assigned to the chemical shifts of 2.0 eV and 3.9 eV, respectively. However, with 
better resolution and higher surface sensitivity, our Ta oxidation spectra (Figure 4.3) 
clearly reveal the existence of two chemical shifts of less than 2.5 eV. We also note 
that these oxide peaks may move to higher binding energies upon further oxidation. 
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Chemical shifts ranging from 0.5 eV to 2.4 eV were reported in the initial oxidation of 
Ta(lll) at room temperature [59]. A similar experiment was done on Ta(lOO), and a 
shift of ~ 1.5 eV was related to TaO [56]. LEED studies [60] [61] on the oxidation of 
Ta surfaces did show some ordered structures, but only after annealing. It is gener­
ally accepted that at room temperature Ta surfaces oxidize in an almost amorphous 
fashion. Thus the deconvolution of Ta oxide spectra shown in Reference [55] can 
only be considered as a rough evaluation of the Ta oxidation states. Photoemission 
studies on Ta oxidation at higher temperatures were carried out by Legma et ai. [57] 
and Himpsel et ai. [58]. Oxidation is much faster at elevated temperatures. The 
oxide products are quite different under varied conditions. Legma et al. identified the 
oxidation products after comparing them with Nb oxides. Reference [58] is a parallel 
oxidation study of W and Ta. One of the key conclusions in Reference [58] is that 
there is a significant discontinuity of binding energy (2 — 3 eV) between metallic and 
dielectric (insulating) screening. Consequently chemical shifts of less than 2 eV were 
assigned to Ta oxide states relatively higher than in other studies, and the 2.05-eV 
shift was referred to as a formal metallic Ta^"*" state, which is unknown so far. 
The oxidation of Ce/Ta(110) is unlike that of Ta reported at any temperature 
region. Therefore as we compare TaO^ to the results shown in Table 4.2, it is not 
justified to favor any of these studies based on oxidation conditions. Considering all 
earlier work and data in Table 4.2, we feel it is appropriate to assign Ta^"*" (TaO) as 
the upper limit and Ta^"^ (Ta20) as the lower limit for the oxidation state of TaO^. 
Since the TaO?^ is actually very thin (1 ML), this kind of estimate seems reasonable 
at this point. 
To study the role of the Ce layer in the oxidation, we measured the valence 
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spectra (Figure 4.5) and constant final-state (CFS) spectra in the region of the Ce 
Ad —y 4/ absorption edges (Figure 4.6). The valence spectrum of clean Ce/Ta(110) 
exhibits mainly Ce features due to the uniform Ce coverage and the low electron 
escape depth in the range of kinetic energies involved (see Figure 4.1 for a better 
view). As mentioned earlier, there are two Ce-4/-related features [10] [11] [12] located 
at 2.0 eV and 0.2 eV respectively. The first one is regarded as the (shifted) localized 
4/^ core level. The second feature near Ep is due to the heavy screening of the 
4/ hole by the valence band. Upon oxidation, broad 0-2p-related structures emerge 
around 5 — 6 eV, while the intensity near Ep decreases. The Ce 4/ level at 2.0 eV 
shifts to about 2.4 eV after oxidation, consistent with other work [62]. The intensity 
ratio between this Ce 4/ level and the peak near Ep increases after 1.5 — 4 L O2 
exposure. This may be the result of the decreased hybridization or screening, since 
the valence band near Ep disappears under oxidation. After 40 L O2, the density 
of states close to the Fermi level ceases to exist, corresponding to the formation of 
an insulator at the surface. At the same time, the intensity of the Ce 4/ level drops, 
indicating the transformation of some Ce20g (Ce^"^, 4/^) to Ce02 (Ce^"^, 4/®). 
The formation of Ce"^"^ is also demonstrated by the CFS spectra taken in the 
region of the Ce 4d^®4/"' —> 4d^4/^"*"^ absorption edges (Figure 4.6). As stated 
earlier, the absorption spectra consist of two parts: a fine structure part from 100 
eV to 113 eV (enlarged), and a strong wide band in the region of 120 — 135 eV. 
The absorption structures are very sensitive to the occupancy of the 4/ level. The 
spectra of pure Ce and Ce20g are similar (Figure 4.6, curves A and B) since the Ce 
is tri valent (4/^) in both materials. However as Ce becomes nominally tetravalent 
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Figure 4.5: Valence-band spectra of Ce/Ta(110) as a function of O2 exposure 
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ure 4.6: CFS spectra in the region of Ce Ad -* 4/ absorption edges 
(4/®) in Ce02, the spectrum looks very different, resembling that of La^"'", but 
shifted in energy [12]. In Figure 4.6, spectrum C, after 40 L O2 exposure, a mixture 
of the Ce^^" and Ce^"^ spectra is found. A new peak at 108 eV in the fine structure 
and another new broad feature around 130 eV are characteristic of the tetravalent Ce. 
From the relative intensities of the Ce^"^ and Ce^"'" features in the fine structure, we 
learn that a significant portion of Ce20g still remains on the surface. Actually, in 
the valence spectra, the intensity of the Ce 4/ level after 40 L O2 drops about 40%, 
so there is 60% of Ce2 O3 on surface. The unusually slow oxidation saturation of the 
very thin Ce layer (4.5 Â) is directly related to its role in the oxidation of the Ta 
substrate. In fact, it was proposed that the catalytic oxidation is connected to the 
valence changes between 3+ and 4+ in the oxidized Ce [18] [19] [20]. The Ce20g 
layer on the surface reacts with adsorbed oxygen atoms to form Ce02. However, 
Ce02 is an oxygen-ion conductor with a high oxygen ion mobility [18]. The Ce02 
may easily lose oxygen ions to the substrate and change back to Ce20g. Therefore 
the Ce oxide layer converts adsorbed O2 to oxygen ions which may diffuse into the 
substrate below. As long as the oxygen ion diffusion into Ta is not slow compared 
with the oxygen dose (1 x 10~® Torr), the Ce overlayer should appear to be in the 
lower oxidation state as Ce203. In this experiment, the Ce layer remains as Ce203 
until the oxidation of Ta begins to slow down after ~ 40 L O2 exposure. Therefore 
we believe the earlier suggestion on the role of Ce is correct. 
The weak Ce/Ta interface reaction mentioned earlier might initially help the 
oxygen ion transfer from Ce to Ta. But after Ta20g forms beneath the Ce, the 
interface reaction is totally lost, thus further fast oxidation could not be explained 
by this mechanism. 
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"7 — a" phase transition of monolayer Ce on W(llO) 
The experiments on Ce/W(110) were conducted in a vacuum chamber equipped 
with LEED optics and an angle-resolved electron energy analyzer. The W(llO) 
crystal was mounted so that the [110] direction is within the photon polarization 
plane. The incident photon beam is 50° off the surface normal. Sample preparation 
procedures have been fully discussed in Chapter 3. 
LEED patterns were taken between photoemission spectra. Changes in the 
interface electronic structure are found to be correlated with the adsorption patterns. 
In this section, I report the appearance of both 7- and a-like phases in an overlayer 
of Ce on W(llO) surface. 
Figure 4.7 shows some of the LEED patterns observed at several Ce coverages. 
The corresponding adsorption models on the W(llO) surface are illustrated in Figure 
4.8, where the lattice parameters and diameters of the W atoms are to scale, but 
the Ce atom diameters are drawn too small so the Ce spacing and registry with the 
substrate can be seen better. The thickness of the Ce was monitored by a quartz 
oscillator calibrated against the observed LEED structures. The coverage 0 is in 
units of the W(llO) surface density (1 ML = 14.17x10^^ atoms/cm^). At low Ce 
coverage, the first LEED pattern observed is a (3 x 1) structure as shown in Figure 
4.7(a) [note that for convenience the surface unit mesh is chosen to be a rectangular 
one consisting of two substrate atoms as shown in Figure 4.7(a)]. It appears that this 
pattern can be obtained over a relatively wide range of Ce coverage (< j ML) due to 
domain formation. There are spots missing along the horizontal line, indicating the 
existence of an extra atom in the (3 x 1) unit cell as shown in Figure 4.8(a). This atom 
is located on the symmetry line along [001], but the exact vertical position is uncertain 
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without I — V measurements and analysis. With more Ce added, the spacing between 
chains of Ce along [110] is reduced continuously. The LEED structure goes through 
several commensurate (n x 1) and incommensurate patterns, in which all new spots 
appear along the dashed lines shown in Figure 4.7(b). The last pattern in this stage 
is the (2 X 1) at 0 = 0.5 ML. See Figures 4.7(b) and 4.8(b). After that, the LEED 
pattern changes abruptly to a hexagonal pattern, as from, e.g., an fee (111) or hep 
(0001) plane [Figures 4.7(c) and 4.8(c)]. There are no coexisting structures seen in 
LEED. The interatomic spacing in the plane is 9% greater than that in the (111) 
plane of bulk 7-Ce, and this coverage, about 0.5 ML in units of the substrate atomic 
density, is about 0.83 ML in units of the atomic density of the (111) plane of bulk 
7-Ce. An ideally sharp transition from a commensurate (2 x 1) structure should yield 
a lattice spacing 10.7% larger than that of bulk 7-Ce(lll), close to that observed. 
As more Ce is added, this hexagonal pattern expands gradually, corresponding to a 
steady reduction in interatomic spacing in the plane of the surface. Atomic spacings 
close to those from 7- and Q:-Ce(lll) were observed. Figure 4.8(c) shows how the Ce 
may be arranged on the surface in the hexagonal structure. The interatomic spacing 
for Ce is that of a-Ce(lll). The relative orientations of the Ce and W layers are 
correct, and the registry of the incommensurate overlayer is unimportant. In later 
LEED experiments, the limiting contracted lattice parameter was 9.1 ± 0.6% smaller 
than that of bulk 7-Ce(lll). Thus about 40% more Ce atoms had been added since 
the appearance of the hexagonal LEED pattern. Further deposition causes the loss 
of the hexagonal LEED pattern, and only a few faint W(llO) spots can be seen. 
Epitaxy has been lost. 
Figure 4.9 shows angle-resolved photoelectron EDCs in the valence band region 
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Figure 4.7: LEED patterns for Ge/W(110). The solid dots are the W(llO) reflec­
tions. (a): (3 X 1) at 0 = g ML. (b) (2 x 1) at 0 = 0.5 ML. The dashed 
lines are where spots appear at lower coverages, (c): The pattern for 
the hexagonal phase. The crosses are primary reflection from the Ce 
overlayer. They move radially outward as the coverage increases. The 
open circles are secondary reflections 
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Figure 4.8: Schematic picture of Ce (black balls) on W(llO) (white balls), (a): Unit 
mesh choice and the (3 x 1) structure. The relative position along [001] 
for the middle row of Ce is uncertain, (b): The (2x1) structure, (c): 
Ce in the hexagonal phase. The lattice spacing for Ce is that of a-Ce. 
For clarity the Ce atom diameter was drawn smaller than the actural 
value 
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Figure 4.9: Photoelectron spectra in the valence band and 4/ region of Ce overlayers 
on W(llO) taken with hi/ = 122 eV. The LEED patterns for each 
are : A: (3x1); B: (2x1), just before changing to hexagonal; C: 
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Ce, about 7.5 Â coverage 
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taken at normal emission with a photon energy of 122 eV (Ce 4rf —>4/ resonance) 
for several coverages of Ce on W(llO). At this energy the contributions of the Ce 
4/ electrons dominate the EDCs, W 5d contributions being small. The inset shows 
the spectra for 7- and a-Ce taken from Reference [10]. The changes in relative 
intensity of the two peaks in Figure 4.9 with increasing coverage are similar to those 
for the 7-to-a transition, except that they are larger. We discuss this later. EDCs 
taken away from normal emission show similar changes, so band dispersion is not 
important here. Partial yield spectra in the region of the 4d —>4/ transitions of 
Ce were taken intermittently, but they showed no observable change. Only a slight 
change in this spectrum occurs upon producing the phase transition by cooling bulk 
Ce [10], reflecting the small change in 4/ occupancy. 
At low Ce coverage, EDC A  shows relatively small intensity near E p .  Due 
to the relatively wide separation among the Ce atoms, the interaction within the 
Ce layer is weak, and its own valence band is not fully developed. With increasing 
Ce coverage, the Ce interatomic interaction increases as the Ce layer becomes more 
densely packed, and the peak near Ep is strengthened. EDC B was taken when 
the (2 X 1) pattern appeared at 0 = 0.5 ML. EDC C is for a coverage at which 
the interatomic spacing is about that for bulk 7-Ce. Upon further deposition the 
4/ spectrum becomes more like that of a-Ce. For spectrum D in Figure 4.9 the 
interatomic spacing is about the same as for bulk a-Ce. However, as we lost the 
epitaxy at high coverages, the relative intensity of the two 4/ features is reversed to 
b e  m o r e  l i k e  t h a t  f r o m  b u l k  7 - C e .  T h e  s p e c t r u m  f o r  t h e  h i g h e s t  c o v e r a g e  ( 7 . 5  Â ) ,  E  
in Figure 4.9, is for this stage. 
The LEED data show that Ce forms a close-packed epitaxial layer on W(llO), 
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the lattice parameter of which shrinks continuously as Ce is added. There is no 
evidence of domains of different lattice parameters up to the contraction limit, when 
the spots broaden. Since these layers are about a monolayer thick in Ce units, one 
cannot expect them to be identical to a (111) plane of bulk material. The fact that 
the changes in the relative heights of the peaks in the photoelectron spectra are 
greater than for the bulk would have been puzzling, but recent studies have shown 
that the "error" lies in the interpretation of the peaks in the bulk. Laubschat et ai., 
Weschke et al. [63], and Allen et al. [64] have shown that a-Ce surfaces have a layer 
of 7-Ce on them, reducing the full extent of the change in relative peak heights upon 
transformation. 
Homma et al. [65] reported the epitaxial growth of 50-Â thick films of "(111) Ce" 
on V(llO), and determined an in-plane lattice parameter contraction of 8% and an 
out-of-plane expansion of 2% as compared with bulk 7-Ce. Thus the crystal structure 
was trigonal, not cubic. The density was about that of a-Ce. The relationship 
between the substrate and overlayer planes was found to be unusual with the Ce [Oil] 
direction parallel to the substrate [110] direction. No electronic structure information 
was available. In our monolayer films, we have no second layer, the out-of-plane lattice 
parameter is meaningless, but we do find similar in-plane contraction. Our Ce [101] 
direction is parallel to the substrate [001] direction, so the relative orientation is the 
more common Nishiyama-Wassermann [66] type. The EDC for greatest coverage in 
Figure 4.9 probably is not that for the phase discovered by Homma et ai.. We note 
that Homma et ai. used epitaxial V films on sapphire as substrates, not a V crystal. 
It may be that the steps and defects on the W crystal we used impede the easy 
growth of more than a monolayer in this lattice-mismatched system. 
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The relative peak heights of the 4/ EDO is governed by several parameters which 
change with lattice parameter and structure: density of states, Fermi level placement 
with respect to the band, and 4/-conduction band hybridization [9] [13] [15] [16]. The 
large change in lattice parameter in the hexagonal Ce layer as the coverage increases 
above 0.5 ML, from 9% larger than that of 7-Ce to 3% smaller than that of a-Ce, 
affords a new and relatively clean opportunity to study models for the photoelectron, 
and other, spectra for a system with a 4/ electron interacting with valence electrons 
and the photohole, or added electron, in the case of inverse photoemission. 
Ce/W(110) interface charge polarization 
One of the primary objectives in the study of Ce/W(110) is to single out the 
mechanism responsible for the Ce Induced Ta SCS. With better understanding of 
the Ce adsorption structure on the W(llO) surface and improved energy resolution 
in the photoemission measurements, we may not only accomplish this goal, but also 
reveal some new facts about the interface. 
W 4/yj2 core-level spectra were taken with 70 eV photons at normal emission 
(Figure 4,10). All spectra were normalized by the total intensity after subtraction of 
background (approximated by a straight line). The bandpass of the electron energy 
analyzer was 0.10 eV, and the photon beam introduced another 0.10 eV broadening. 
The overall resolution is therefore 0.14 eV, much better than that in the earlier study 
of Ce/Ta(110). The W 4/ surface core-level component S from a clean W(llO) 
surface is clearly resolved in the original data (curve A in Figure 4.10). Upon 0.7 Â 
Ce adsorption, a small portion of the surface component appears at a lower binding 
energy. With increasing Ce coverage, the new feature grows at the expense of the 
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Figure 4.10; Fitted W ^ffj2 spectra for various Ce coverages on W(llO) 
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Table 4.3: Summary of W 4/yj2 line-shape parameters 
©Ce (À) AEf, a R(27) rC? 
hotal 
0 B 0 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.45 
S -0.316 0.055 0.058 0.163 0.55 
0.7 B 0 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.13 
B' -0.049 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.35 
S -0.331 0.055 0.058 0.163 0.43 
s' —0.580 0.055 0.058 0.170 0.09 
1.6 B 0 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.10 
B' -0.101 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.40 
S -0.363 0.055 0.058 0.196 0.31 
s' -0.624 0.055 0.058 0.196 0.19 
2.4 B 0 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.19 
B' -0.072 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.34 
s -0.362 0.055 0.058 0.183 0.16 
s' -0.559 0.055 0.058 0.181 0.31 
3.4 B 0 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.18 
B' -0.086 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.32 
S -0.425 0.055 0.058 0.205 0.50 
7.5 B 0 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.17 
B' -0.071 0.025 0.048 0.156 0.34 
S -0.415 0.055 0.058 0.167 0.49 
intensity of the original surface peak. When Ce reaches about 2.4 Â [0.5 ML, (2 x 1) 
LEED pattern], the new component starts to shift back. At high coverages, a single 
surface peak is observed (spectra E and F in Figure 4.10). 
We also noticed the center of the original bulk component shifts toward lower 
binding energy. The sample was well grounded, so this shift is not caused by charg­
ing. Repeated measurements confirm the small changes in the "bulk" component. 
It appears that the "bulk" peak broadens rather than shifts rigidly, indicating inho-
mogeneous contributions from the W sublayers. 
To reveal details in the core-level changes, we carried out a least-squares fitting 
for the W 4/ spectra. The fitting functions are the same as for the Ta core levels. 
First we fitted five data sets taken from clean W(llO). The average results are shown 
in Table 4.3. An SCS of —0.316 ± 0.004 eV is obtained, consistant with other studies. 
Riffe et al, [67] reported different core-hole lifetimes (I/7) and singularity indices (a) 
for the surface of W(llO). Our results generally agree with their findings. For 
spectra taken from Ce-adsorbed surfaces, the "bulk" component is decomposed into 
two peaks, B and B'. B is the same as the bulk peak in pure W(llO). It represents 
the contribution from deep layers. Its parameters (F, a, and F^) are constrained 
to the average values for the bulk component on the clean surface. Its amplitude, 
however, is allowed to be fitted. Another peak B' is at a lower binding energy to 
account for the changes near the interface. Its binding energy is the only non-linear 
parameter to be fitted. All others are the same as the first peak. The surface part 
of the core level is decomposed into two peaks, S and S' at low Ce coverages. At 
high coverages (3.4 Â and 7.5 Â), the surface component can be fitted by a single 
peak. The binding energy is a free parameter in all surface peaks. The Gaussian 
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widths in the surface peaks are allowed to increase to account for any inhomogeneity. 
The Lorentzian width and the singularity index are the same as those determined 
for surface peaks on clean W(llO). The relative intensity of each component is also 
listed in Table 4.3. 
The largest SCS found for the new surface peak S' is about —0.624 eV (relative to 
the original bulk level) at 0 = 1.6 Â (j ML), where the (3x1) pattern was observed. 
This is the largest SCS ever observed on the W(llO) surface with adsorption of metal 
atoms. However, the new surface feature shifts back for 0 > 0.5 ML. The fit of 
spectrum F (7.5 Â Ce) shows a single surface component at about 0.10 eV lower 
than the clean surface level. 
The effects of electropositive adsorbates (alkali metals) on W surfaces have been 
studied before. Soukiassian et aJ. studied Cs/W(100) and reported an additional 
0.060 eV shift toward lower binding energy for the surface core level at about 0.57 
ML coverage. Riffe et ai. [68] studied W(llO) SCS with adsorbates Na, K, and Cs, 
and found little or no extra shift toward lower binding energy (< 0.028 eV). It was 
concluded that there is negligible charge transfer in the interface [68]. The results 
were believed to be in agreement with a theoretical calculation, which indicates that 
there is only limited electron charge polarization from a c(2 x 2)-Cs layer toward a 
W(IOO) substrate [69]. 
We notice that, like alkali metals, electropositive Ce may significantly reduce 
the surface work function. Figure 4.11 shows measured work function changes with 
Ce adsorption on W(llD). The work function reaches its lowest level at about 1 — 
2 Â Ce coverage, where Ce forms (nxl) structures and the SCS for the peak S' is 
largest. Alkali metals are found to have a catalytic effect on semiconductors [70] [71] 
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Figure 4.11: Work function changes with Ce adsorption on W(llO) 
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[72]. The large difference in the changes of the W SCS upon Ce and alkali-metal 
adsorption can be related to the different valence structure between Ce and alkali 
metals. Unlike alkali elements which have only one 3 electron, Ce has d electrons 
in the valence configuration along with some 4/ delocalization. The commensurate 
structure and relatively large separation between Ce atoms at 0 <0.5 ML enable 
stronger charge polarization through interface hybridization involving the Ce (5d6a)^ 
and W 5d valence electrons. At higher Ce coverages, the SCS is reduced, due to the 
loss of Ce-substrate registration in the incommensurate hexagonal and disordered 
phases, and the increased interaction within the Ce layer. Changes in the interface 
charge distribution may affect the work function, but an over-simplified connection 
has proven to be deficient. In fact, the surface work function is more related to 
the electronic structure near the solid/vacuum edge than at the adsorbate/substrate 
interface. An assumption that the interface reaction largely contributes to work 
function changes is therefore incorrect, even at low adsorption coverages. 
Changes in the W 4/ "bulk" component are puzzling. The fitted peak B' shifts to 
lower binding energy by as much as 0.1 eV at j ML. It moves back slightly at higher 
coverages. Its relative intensity compared with peak B suggests changes within at 
least two sublayers. So far there are no indications of a disruptive interface. LEED 
observation shows the persistent presence of the original W(llO) pattern upon Ce 
adsorption. At low coverages, the W(llO) pattern is always present. It becomes faint 
at higher coverages, but is still clearly visible with electrons of higher kinetic energy. 
Second, the W core-level signal decreases steadily with increasing Ce coverage. After 
7.5 Â, the W 4/ total intensity is reduced by a factor of 7. We also notice that 
the surface and "bulk" parts of the core level are well separated at all Ce coverages, 
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without much change in their relative intensity (around 0.50/0.50, see Table 4.3). 
In addition, initial oxidation of the Ce-covered surface (see next section) restores B' 
immediately to that on clean W(llO). Only the top W layer is oxidized. 
Nevertherless, surface structural relaxation upon Ce adsorption cannot be ruled 
out by simple pattern examination. The surface structure of bare W(llO) has been 
investigated by LEED measurements and theoretical calculation [73] [74]. It was 
determined that there are no structural changes of any kind on the surface. We 
notice that at high Ce coverages, the interface registration is lost, thus any Ce-
induced strains on the W substrate should be relatively small and random, and 
possible W surface relaxation would be largely diminished. We found that peak B' 
is still about 70 — 80 meV lower than the original value at high coverages. Thus 
structural relaxation is unlikely to be the cause of sublayer core-level shift. 
The fits show that at low Ce coverages, the remaining surface component S 
does not shift as much as B'. This observation can be explained if part of the 
surface is not covered with Ce. On the other hand, one may assume the charge 
polarization spans the Ce/W interface plane. Thus the dipole potential on neighbor 
surface W atoms not bonded to Ce can be less than that on the W sublayer atoms 
below. It appears that such a charge polarization layer does not disappear upon 
entering the hexagonal phase, but shifts away from the substrate. Simple electrostatic 
considerations suggests such a change shall scale back the potential on the surface 
layer much more than on the substrate layer. That is what we observed in the W 
core levels. 
The influence of Ce on the W surface is also reflected in the W surface va­
lence band. Photoemission experiments on the W(llO) valence structure have been 
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performed by many groups [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82]. Significant contri­
butions from the surface-localized states, both real surface states and the surface 
resonance states, were reported. Full investigation of the bulk band structure is hin­
dered by the surface-localized states which often dominate the photoelectron spectra. 
Recently, Fermi surfaces of a few surface-localized states were mapped out on W(llO) 
[79]. In addition, a surface-localized feature observed near normal emission (F) at 
1.18 eV binding energy was identified as a surface resonance state [80]. 
The surface BriUouin zone (SBZ) of W(llO) is shown in Figure 4.12. As stated 
earlier, the [110] direction (F — N line) is within the photon polarization plane. The 
distance from F to N is about 1.04 Â~^. If excited by 20 eV photons, the emission 
angle for valence electrons near Ep with fcy = 1.04 is about 45°. The angular 
resolution of the electron energy analyzer is ± 1°. 
Figure 4.13 shows angle-resolved spectra taken along F — N (= A) but not far 
away from F. 20 eV photons were used. A band disperses rapidly from Ep a.t 6° 
to 0.85 eV below Ep a.t 14°. Another peak at E^ = 1.24 eV does not disperse 
much. The intensity around 1.2 eV increases with angle, probably due to a band 
merging slowly from higher binding energy (not well resolved). The energy resolution 
is 0.10 eV. Thus the two marked features are intrinsically very sharp. To identify 
these states, we exposed the surface to a small amount of oxygen at 1 x 10~® Torr. 
Figure 4.14 shows the spectra taken after oxygen exposures up to 4 L. The two 
peaks seen at 12° are reduced in intensity monotonically with increasing oxygen 
exposure. After 4 L O2, which corresponds to the formation of the p(2xl) oxidation 
structure, both peaks disappeared. It is therefore concluded that these two bands 
are surface-localized. 
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Figure 4.12: The surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) for W(llO) 
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Figure 4.13: W(llO) valence spectra taken with hi/ = 20 eV near F along A 
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Gaylord et al. [79] observed a surface-localized hole orbit state centered around 
r (the dashed circle shown in Figure 4.12). It is identified as a resonance state for it is 
embedded in the projected bulk bands [79] [81]. The rapidly dispersing band close to 
Ep in our spectra (Figure 4.13) crosses the Fermi level at about 6° away from F, close 
to the hole orbit determined by Gaylord et al.. Measurements along other directions 
confirm the existence of the hole orbit around F. An earlier study by Gaylord and 
Kevan [80] characterized a spin-orbit-interaction-induced surface resonance state at 
Efj = 1.18 eV near the SBZ center. The peak was found to vanish quickly for emission 
away from the normal. Our results show that a surface-localized peak at Efj = 1.24 
eV persists along high-symmetry lines. The spectra are stable for about 1 hour after 
each Hashing. It may be that the better surface condition in the current study enables 
us to observe the full extent of its dispersion. Nevertherless, we tentatively relate 
this nearly flat band to the surface resonance peak indicated in Reference [80]. 
Ce deposited on the W surface disrupts the original surface periodicity and 
transforms the vacuum/W boundary to the Ce/W interface. Thus major changes 
of the surface-localized states are expected. Figure 4.15 shows the angle-resolved 
spectra taken with 0.7 Â Ce adsorption. The spectra are enlarged as compared 
with Figure 4.13. The two surface resonance states seen on pure W(llO) are wiped 
out completely by the Ce adsorption. The disapearance of surface-localized states 
does not necessarily imply that the top W layer becomes more bulk-like upon Ce 
adsorption. As discussed earlier, the 4/ core levels exhibit a much larger SCS with 
Ce adsorption. 
Full analysis of the adsorption effect on the W surface valence structure may 
require extensive understanding of the surface and bulk band spectra from clean W, 
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which is still far from satisfactory despite recent progress. 
Ce-catalyzed oxidation ofW(llO) and W(lll) 
As presented earlier, oxidation of Ta(llO) with a thin Ce overlayer is totally 
different from bare Ta oxidation. An analogous study on W(llO) may improve our 
understanding on the oxidation pattern, and the role of the monolayer suboxide 
formation in the catalytic oxidation. 
The oxidation of W(llO) surfaces has been studied extensively [83] [84] [85] [86], 
partially due to the existence of ordered adsorption structures. The main results are 
summarized as follows. At room temperature oxygen is adsorbed on W(llO) with 
an initial sticking coefficient of about 0.3—0.4, and an ordered p(2 x 1) structure 
forms after 3 — 4 L 02- Photoemission studies show that the W 4/ surface core 
levels shift about 0.6 eV to higher binding energies. The oxygen binding sites on the 
p(2 X 1) surface have been determined by Van Hove and Tong [85]. Their calculation 
compared with LEED data shows oxygen atoms occupy the threefold-coordinated 
binding sites. After the completion of the p(2 x 1) phase, oxygen uptake is slowed 
quickly. After heavy O2 exposure, the core-level spectrum shows a new peak at 0.7 
eV higher than the bulk value. Further effective oxidation is usually achieved at 
elevated temperatures. Extensive reviews on W oxidation above room temperature 
can be found in Reference [87]. 
In our experiment, we oxidized the W(llO) surface covered with 4.7 Â Ce at 
an O2 pressure of 1 x 10~® Torr. Figure 4.16 shows W 4/ spectra taken with 110 
eV photons. They extend to a few eV higher than the W 4/ spin-orbit split peaks, 
so that all possible W oxides can be observed. An undesirable W 5po/o level is 
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located in the extended region. This peak is quite weak at hv = 110 eV. Its relative 
excitation cross section is much smaller than at hv — 70 eV. After 4 L O2, a new 
pair of well-defined peaks emerges at 0.72 eV higher than the bulk levels. After 8 
L O2, the growth of the new oxide is almost completed. Further oxygen exposure 
up to 20 L does not produce any other oxide at higher binding energies, and the W 
oxidation is virtually halted. The relative intensity of the new peaks compared with 
the bulk ones indicates the top W layer is uniformly oxidized, whereas atoms beneath 
are not affected. 
For purposes of comparison, the oxidation is repeated on clean W(llO) under 
the exactly same conditions. The W 4/ spectra are shown in Figure 4.17. After 20 
L O2 exposure, the surface components appear as shoulders at the higher binding 
energy side of the bulk peaks. To achieve surface oxidation close to that with Ce, 
one has to dose with large amounts of oxygen and/or anneal the sample in oxygen. 
Therefore the oxidation of bare W(llO) is very inefficiant under present conditions. 
Ce greatly promotes the oxidation of the first layer of W(llO) at room temperature, 
but falls short of producing bulk substrate oxidation. 
Since the Ce/W(110) interface structure changes with coverage, it is interesting 
to investigate the catalytic effect with a much smaller Ce coverage. A W surface with 
0.7 Â Ce was oxidized under the same conditions. The W 4/yy2 spectra were taken 
with better resolution (0.14 eV) at hi/ = 70 eV (Figure 4.18). As stated earlier, a 
small amount of Ce adsorption may move part of the surface peak to a lower binding 
energy. W sublayers are also affected, as the original bulk peak broadens toward 
lower binding energy. After only 1 L oxygen exposure, all surface components shift 
to the higher binding energy side of the bulk peak (Figure 4.18). At the same time. 
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Table 4.4; W 4/ chemical shifts (in eV relative to the bulk) for W oxides. The In­
state is assigned to the p(2 x 1)-0/W(110) surface oxide 
W Oxides 1+ 2+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 
Ref. [86] 0.3 
Ref. [58] 0.71 1.6 4.3 
Ref. [88] 1.5 2.7 4.5 
Ce/W(110)+O2 0.72 
Ce/W(lll)+02 4.1 
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the bulk component recovers its original position, simply because the excess negative 
charge in the interface vanishes upon oxidation. The oxygen sticking coefficient is 
almost unity at the initial stage. There are two oxide peaks; one resembles the 0.3 eV 
"shoulder" observed on p{2 x 1)-0/W(110), the other one at higher binding energy 
is related to WO. Further oxidation up to 8 L gradually transforms the +0.3 eV 
peak to the +0.72 eV suboxide (WO). Therefore we conclude that small amounts of 
Ce still enhance substrate oxidation. Adsorbate mobility on the surface may be the 
cause of that. 
To determine the suboxide state, we may compare its chemical shift with other 
W oxides. Table 4.4 lists measured 4/ core-level shifts in a few W oxides. There are 
at least two well-known W suboxide states: thep(2x 1)-0/W(110) surface oxide, and 
WO2, a bulk metallic suboxide. Their 4/ chemical shifts are 0.3 eV and ~ 1.6 eV, 
respectively. A surface oxide with a 0.71 eV shift was assigned to W^"^ [58]. These 
results convince us that the W suboxide formed on Ce/W(110) with a 0.72 eV shift 
should be assigned to WO. 
The formation of the W suboxide on Ce/W(110) is strikingly similar to that 
on Ce/Ta(110). In both cases the suboxides form on the top layer of the (110) 
surfaces after 4 — 8 L O2. Their sharp 4/ line shapes are also very much alike. The 
overwhelming similarity suggests an identical stoichiometry for these two suboxides. 
The TaOj^; found on 02/Ce/Ta(110) should be close to TaO. The minor difference 
in their core-level shifts is not unusual. In fact, bulk WO3 has a 4.5 eV chemical 
shift in the 4/ core levels, whereas Ta20g has a larger value of 5.1 eV. 
Unlike Ce/Ta(110), however, the oxidation of Ce/W(110) is almost halted after 
the completion of WO on the first layer. The difference can be understood by consid­
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ering the slow oxidation of pure W itself. Oxidation of W(llO) and Ta(llO) (Figures 
4.16 and 4.4) clearly show that bare W(llO) is much more resistant to oxygen than 
Ta(llO). W has the highest cohesive energy in the bd transition metals. Its oxide 
WO3 has a lower Gibbs energy of formation (183 kcal/mol) than Ta20g (228 kcal 
bulk modulus [90]. The rigidity of the W lattice may impede oxygen penetration at 
room temperature or lower. 
The Ce layer is studied with the 4(f 4/ absorption spectra shown in Figure 
4.19. On Ce/W(110), oxidation is almost completed after 20 L O2. Consequently, 
the oxygen-ion-rich Ce02 wiU accumulate in the Ce layer. This can be seen in 
the fine structure (curve C). Compared with Figure 4.6, it is clear that after 20 
L O2 exposure, there is already more Ce02 formed on Ce/W(110) than on the 
Ce/Ta(110) surface exposed to 40 L O2. This observation is consistent with the 
catalytic mechanism discussed earlier in the second section. 
So far we have observed the formation of a Ce-promoted surface monoxide on the 
(110) surfaces of Ta and W. Its role in the catalytic process, however, is still unclear 
at this point. A rather important question unanswered is whether the suboxide 
formation is an essential step in the catalytic oxidation, or it is only so on the bcc 
(110) surface. Therefore a comparative study on another surface, such as (100) or 
(111), may provide the answer. We prefer W(lll) over W(IOO), simply because the 
(100) surface has relaxation at room temperature and a c(2 x 2) reconstruction at 
low temperature [91]. A thin W(lll) disk was used in the experiment. After the 
surface was cleaned by repeated anneals, a sharp and stable (111) LEED pattern 
was observed. The W 4/ spectrum is shown in Figure 4.19, as curve A. It is well 
Another related factor is that W is a hard metal with a large 
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Figure 4.19; CFS spectra in the region of Ce 4j absorption edges 
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known that due to the reduced coordination number, the W(lll) surface has a large 
ses (—0.45 eV) for the top-layer atoms. The first underlayer is not well covered by 
the topmost surface atoms, and a smaller SCS has been found. While no SCS was 
found for deeper atoms by Wertheim et al, [50] [92], another group [93] reached the 
totally different conclusion that there is significant SCS for the second underlayer. 
The existence of multiple SCS on W(lll) complicates the core-level structure with Ce 
adsorption. Here we will concentrate on the catalytic oxidation of the W(lll) surface, 
and simply point out that, similar to Ce/W(110), we observed W(lll) surface core 
levels shift to lower binding energies upon Ce adsorption. 
3.0 Â of Ce was evaporated on clean W(lll). Again the Ce-covered surface was 
oxidized at 1 x 10~® Torr 02- As shown in Figure 4.20, after 4 L O2 exposure, the 
4/ spectrum reveals a new W oxide on the surface with a chemical shift of 4.1 eV, 
which should be assigned to WO3 (see Table 4.4). The much broadened linewidths 
in the oxide peaks are characteristic of an insulating oxide [58]. It is interesting to 
note that WO3 is the main oxide product, and only a small amount of suboxides can 
be seen as the shoulders on the higher binding energy side of the bulk levels. The 
well-developed surface monoxide found on Ce/W(110) is absent on Ce/W(lll). 
The much heavier oxidation found on Ce/W(lll) is comprehensible. The (110) 
surface is the most densely-packed one for a bcc structure, which may give rise to a 
higher barrier to oxygen diffusion than surfaces of other orientations. The geometry 
also allows the formation of a stable, and likely ordered monoxide on the first layer. 
Ronay and Nordlander reported the formation of NbO on Nb(llO) significantly in­
creases the potential barrier for further oxygen incorporation [25]. The 1 ML WO 
formed on Ce/W(110) may also act like an oxidation barrier, for there is no further 
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oxidation observed. On W(lll) surface, the top-layer atoms are more open to the 
vacuum side, so they are more vulnerable to surface chemical reaction. The cohesive 
energy of surface atoms, smaller than that of the bulk atoms due to reduced bonding, 
is related to the number of bonds and their distances (pair-bonding model) [94]. The 
reduced number of neighbor atoms on the W(lll) surface should correspond to a 
smaller surface-atom cohesive energy than on the (110) surface. Thus it is easier 
to dislodge the top atoms on (111) surfaces by chemical reaction such as oxidation. 
When the top atoms are fully oxidized to WO3 and presumably removed from their 
original sites, the second layer may subsequently become vulnerable to oxidation, 
i.e., there is no protective layer on the surface. From the relative intensity of WO3 
(Figure 4.20), we estimate at least top two layers have been oxidized after 40 L O2. 
Therefore we conclude that oxidation on the (111) surface is much more effective due 
to its open structure. 
The experiments on the oxidation of Ce/W(110) and Ce/W(lll) clearly demon­
strate that substrate orientation plays a significant role in catalytic oxidation. The 
Ce layer can be viewed as the oxygen activator and reservoir. The catalytic effect 
strongly depends on the substrate material as well as its specific surface structure. 
Results on the observation of Ce'^"^ and Ce^"^ states agree with the proposed cat­
alytic mechanism. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 
In summary, it has been shown that Ce adsorption on Ta(llO) and W(llO) 
induces substrate 4/ core-level shifts to lower binding energies. This is attributed to 
electron charge polarization from Ce toward the substrate. The long-range influence 
of the charge polarization has been observed on Ce/W(110). Ce-induced W 4/ 
core-level shifts are most pronounced at low Ce coverages, where the Ce layer forms 
(n X 1) patterns, and Ce-Ce interaction is relatively weak. At 0 > 0.5 ML, the Ce 
layer changes to a hexagonal pattern. The W SCS is partially recovered, due to the 
loss of Ce-substrate registration and the increase of Ce density which enhances the 
Ce-Ce interaction. 
In the hexagonal adsorption phase on Ce/W(110), with increasing Ce coverage, 
the atomic spacing in the Ce overlayer shrinks continuously from 9% larger than that 
in 7-Ce to 3% smaller than that in a-Ce. Correspondingly, the 4/ photoelectron 
spectrum changes from 7-Ce-like to a-Ce-like. The newly discovered phase change 
in monolayer Ce provides us a new opportunity to study the electronic structure of 
Ce. One may "tune" the lattice parameter continuously over a wide range at room 
temperature simply by the control of Ce deposition. A variety of surface sensitive 
techniques can be used to study the Ce film. Since the Ce monolayer is well ordered, 
one may also measure the 2-D band structure as a function of atomic spacing to 
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study changes in the 4/-valence interaction. 
A catalytic oxidation effect has been found on both Ce/Ta and Ce/W interfaces. 
Oxidation of Ce-covered Ta(llO) and W(llO) reveals the formation of 1 ML surface 
monoxide on both substrates. Bulk Ta oxide forms immediately after that, whereas no 
further oxidation of W(llO) was observed up to 20 L O2. The monoxide is identified 
as an interface product on the most densely-packed bcc (110) surfaces. It is not 
always a necessary step in Ce-catalyzed oxidation, however, since a complementary 
experiment on the oxidation of Ce/W(lll) shows the formation of bulk WO3 instead 
of WO due to the reduced bonding on the W(lll) surface. 
Interface reaction is excluded as the general cause of the catalytic effect. An 
earlier suggestion is reconfirmed that the existence of dual Ce oxide states Ce02 and 
Ce20g helps converting O2 to oxygen ions, thus promotes the substrate oxidation. 
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